
GREAT SHELFORD PARISH COUNCIL: 

SAWSTON GREENWAY SURVEY 
The survey was available from 12th May 2021 until 31st July 2021.  Respondents 60. 

SECTION 1: SUMMARY OF RESPONDENTS (QUALIFYING QUESTIONS)  

Sixty members of the public responded to this survey, the large majority (80%) living in the Parish of 
Great Shelford, the remaining replies were received from Duxford (3), Sawston (2), Stapleford (2), 
Hauxton (1), Queen Ediths (1) and Whittlesford(1) parishes. 

Nobody under the age of 35 responded, with the largest age representation (44%) being aged 65 
plus.  Merging the age groups to create a group aged 45-64 accounts for a further 46%. 

It is disappointing but perhaps not surprising considering the channels used for promotion, that 

younger community members did not reply.  A further survey exploring options should consider the 

wider use of social media to broaden audience reach.  17% provided additional comment, shown in 

alphabetic order and anonymously at the foot of this report  

DO YOU LIVE IN THE PARISH OF GREAT SHELFORD?  

 

 

AGE. WITHIN WHAT RANGE IS YOUR AGE?  

 

 



SECTION 2: SUMMARY OF RESPONSES  

65% of respondents felt that Great Shelford be considering the introduction of Quiet Roads and 
Protected paths as an extension to the Greenway and liaising with the Greenways team.  A 
significant 25% were not sure. 

When considering routes, the majority (nearly 70%) would like Granhams Road, Cambridge Road 
Bridge, Tunwells Lane and London Road options to be explored for viability, with the most positive 
reception going to a route that provided a safe cycle route travelling from the north of Great 
Shelford to Sawston Village College.  There were however a third of respondents against or unsure 
of such schemes. 

This was a small sample but suggests that both further exploration of options and further 
consultation should take place. 

Q1. SHOULD GREAT SHELFORD BE CONSIDERING THE INTRODUCTION OF QUIET ROADS AND 

PROTECTED PATHS AS AN EXTENSION TO THE GREENWAY AND LIAISING WITH THE GREENWAYS 

TEAM?  

 

 

Q2. WOULD YOU SUPPORT A SIMILAR CYCLE SCHEME FOR ANY OF THESE ROADS, SHOULD IT 

PROVE VIABLE? 

 



 

Q3. WOULD YOU SUPPORT AN EXTENSION ON THE GREENWAY TO PROVIDE A SAFE CYCLE 

ROUTE TRAVELLING FROM THE NORTH OF THE GREAT SHELFORD TO SAWSTON VILLAGE 

COLLEGE? 

 

DO YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS?  

Provided by 16 respondents excluding one who typed ‘none’:  

Responses 

• Bridge Lane/Church St/High St is not nice to cycle along due to comination of quite high traffic levels 
and parked cars. Work to improve this too would be very welcome. Perhaps a parallel route 
(Wollards Rd, Rec, (bridge)  Wale Recreation Ground) could be created? It could be a lovely route  
for foot and bike, simply avoiding the whole busy/narrow part. Either Wollards or High St could be 
filtered to provide a high-quality active-travel route. I'd be in favour of other filters too, such as on 
Mingle lane. 

• Calming the roads listed about wont help anyone - only increase the already high levels of 
frustration. Please do something positive about Church Street  - actual physical assault there three 
weeks ago and only getting worse 

• Current road surfaces are in such a poor condition as to be a danger to cyclists. 

• Excellent idea, also to connect with other villages, to encourage safe cycling for schoolchildren and 
adults 

• Greenway route via Dernford Resevoir is better than the Mingle Lane option 

• I am keen that you build the connecting link of cycleway/footway between Stapleford and the ex-
Spicers level-crossing and the existing cycle route to Whittlesford. It's presently annoyingto have to 



take the detour up the hill via Sawston just to avoid a half mile of the extremely un-cycle-friendly 
Sawston Bypass. 

• I am very much in favour of the improvement of the route to Sawston village college   

• I don't feel the local roads are wide enough for cycle lanes/wider pavements etc. With cars parked 
on all the roads we are lucky if there is room for single lane traffic. 

• I think an off-road route to Dernford Reservoir would have significant benefits for residents. 

• I would not support any increased provision for cyclists until we have decent public transport. Not 
everyone is able to cycle, and at present the cycle lobby are slowly ensuring cutting off viable routes 
into Cambridge. The only solution that will work is decent public transport that gets people where 
they want to go conveniently and in a reasonable time. When working in Cambridge, it took less 
than half the time to drive than go by bus. 

• My experience of cycle routes in London is that they are more dangerous than the shared road. 

• No relevance to me 

• These sort of safe paths must be more relevant a d better for everyone than the awful over 
construction of rail etc 

• This is a great project that will have an amazing positive impact on the village and should be fully 
supported 

• Traffic congestion through the village is at unacceptable levels already. All cycle route initiatives only 
make traffic flow worse. Furthermore they create concrete corridors, destroying grass verges and 
necessitates cutting down of trees 

• What are quiet roads and protected paths?? What is the cycle scheme? The questions are confusing. 


